
Tidal interation in high-mass X-ray binaryand symbioti starsKiril A. StoyanovInstitute of Astronomy and NAO, Bulgarian Aademy of Sienes, BG-1784, So�akstoyanov�astro.bas.bg(Summary of Ph.D. Dissertation; Thesis language: BulgarianPh.D. awarded 2011 by Institute of Astronomy and NAOof the Bulgarian Aademy of Sienes)In this thesis the results of our investigations in the �eld of High-MassX-ray binaries and Symbioti stars on the basis of theory of synhronizationand pseudosynhronization in lose binary stars are presented. The High-MassX-ray binaries ontain a primary star of spetral type O or B and a ompatobjet as a ompanion. The mass donors have a mass greater than 10M⊙.As a result of the aretion of matter from the primary, the ompat objetis a strong X-ray emitter and displays di�erent types of ativity. The High-Mass X-ray binaries are separated in two groups depending on the natureof the mass donor - High-Mass Supergiant and Giant Systems and Be/X-rayBinaries. Symbioti stars are interating binaries, onsisting of an evolvedgiant (either a normal red giant in S-types or a Mira variable embedded inan optially thik dust shell in D-type) transferring mass to a white dwarf.The system is surrounded by a rih and luminous irumstellar environmentresulting from the presene of both an evolved giant with a heavy mass lossand of a hot ompanion abundant in ionizing photons and often emanatingits own wind.We observed spetrosopially the galati miroquasar LSI+61 303 us-ing the Coudé spetrograph of the 2-m RCC telesope at the Rozhen NAO.LSI+61 303 ontains a ompat objet (probably a blak hole) orbiting arounda Be star in a highly eentri orbit � e=0.537. On the basis of our obser-vations, we onluded, that equivalent width (EW) of the Hα emission linevaried from 8 to 14 �A. The separation between blue and red peaks of this linevaried from 250 to 400 km/s. The 1667 day modulation re�ets Hα param-eters, even during the time of lower EW (Hα). Regarding our observations,orbital period of LSI+61 303 in�uened EW(B)/EW(R), EW (Hα), FWHM(B), FWHM (R) and radial veloity of the dip between two peaks of Hαline. The 4-year modulation in�uened only EW(B)/EW(R) and EW (Hα)(Zamanov, Stoyanov & Tomov 2007; Stoyanov et al. 2008).The theory of tidal interation in lose binary stars has been analyzedin the works of Hut (1981), Zahn (1989) and Hurley, Tout & Pols (2002).In a binary with a irular orbit the rotational period of the primary, Prot,reahes an equilibrium value at the orbital period, Porb=Prot. In a binary withan eentri orbit, the equilibrium is reahed at a value of Prot whih is lessthan Porb and the di�erene is a funtion solely of the orbital eentriity ofthe system e. In systems with eenti orbits, the tidal fore ats to synhro-nize the rotation of the mass donor with the motion of the ompat objetat the periastron � pseudosynhronous rotation. We investigated the tidalinteration in 13 High-Mass X-ray binaries with known orbital and stellarparameters. We found that the Be/X-ray binaries are far away from synhro-Bulgarian Astronomial Journal 18(2), 2012



102 K. A. Stoyanovnization/pseudosynhronization. The tidal fore ats as a deelerator of therotation of the mass donors. The objets ontaining mass donors supergiantsor giants are lose to synhronization/pseudosynhronization (Stoyanov &Zamanov 2009).MWC 560 is a symbioti star with Porb=5.3 yr. The most spetaularfeatures of this objet are the ollimated ejetions of matter with veloitiesup to ∼6000 km/s (Tomov et al. 1992). On the basis of the theory of tidal in-teration in lose binaries, we estimated the orbital eentriity of the system
e= 0.68 - 0.82 (Zamanov et al. 2010). This result is in agreement with theobservational evidenes for long orbital periods symbioti stars and the modelthat the observed photometri variability of MWC 560 is onneted with highorbital eentriity and Rohe lobe over�ow at periastron. We also alulatedthe time-sales for synhronization, irularization and omplanarity of theorbit of MWC 560 - τsync=2.6×104 yr, τcirc=3.1×106 yr and τal=2.7×104 yr.CH Cyg is a symbioti star that is omposed of an M7 giant and an aret-ing white dwarf. The hot omponent undergoes irregular outbursts aompa-nied by fast, massive out�ows and jets (Karovska et al. 2007). Observationsof CH Cyg with the Kepler satellite and the 60-m telesope of the RozhenNAO reveal that the minute-time-sale optial �ikering that CH Cyg typi-ally produes has disappeared (Sokoloski et al. 2010). Our CCD observationsfrom the 60-m telesope during three nights in May 2010 did not show any�ikering above 0.04 mag in U, B, and V-bands.The dissertation is based on 7 publiations. I gratefully aknowledge par-tial support by Bulgarian National Siene Fund (HTC 01-152, DO 02-85 andDO 02-362).ReferenesHurley, J. R., Tout, C. A., & Pols, O. R., 2002, MNRAS, 329, 897Hut, P., 1981, A&A, 99, 126Karovska, M., Carilli, C. L., Raymond, J. C., & Mattei, J. A., 2007, ApJ, 661, 1048Sokoloski, J. L., Zamanov, R., Stoyanov, K., Bryson, S., & Still, M., 2010, ATel, 2707, 1Stoyanov, K. A., & Zamanov, R. K., 2009, AN, 330, 727Stoyanov, K. A., Zamanov, R. K., Tomov, N. A., & Stateva, I. K., 2008, BlgAJ, 10, 49Tomov, T., Zamanov, R., Kolev, D., et al., 1992, MNRAS, 258, 23Zahn, J.-P., 1989, A&A, 220, 112Zamanov, R. K., Gombo, A., Stoyanov, K. A., & Stateva, I. K., 2010, AN, 331, 282Zamanov, R. K., Stoyanov, K. A., & Tomov, N. A., 2007, IBVS, 5776, 1


